Paris Peace Conference

You and 3 other people are the victorious nations of WW1 and your task is to determine what sort of surrender agreement you’ll propose to the Germans. This is a potentially tricky job; will you punish the Germans for the war or will you strike a conciliatory tone? Will you demand land from Germany? Money to cover the expenses war has set you back? Or will you look at the causes of war and address them across all involved nations so that war doesn’t occur again? You need to be tough on them to show the world that you mean business (don’t want other nations to not think that they could get away with causing another world war), but you also don’t want to make them sign a peace treaty that will breed resentment and the desire for revenge.

What will be the conditions of your peace agreement? You need to come up with at least 5 and no more than 8 for your peace treaty.

You will have 15 minutes to draft your surrender points and provide a brief explanation for them.